Abstracf -Two strong converses are obtained for an abstract alphabet stationary ergodic source coded relative to an appropriate fidelity criterion. It is shown that given a distortion rate point ( D , R ) , which lies below the rate distortion curve, 1) block codes that operate at rate level R must encode sample source blocks at a rate exceeding D with probability tending to one as block length tends to infinity, and 2) variable-rate codes that operate at distortion level D must encode sample source blocks at a rate exceeding R with probability tending to one as block length tends to infinity. The previously known weak converses guarantee only that the indicated probabilities remain bounded away from zero as block length tends to infinity. The proofs of the strong converses involve sample converses in source coding theory that are presented in a companion paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
HIS PAPER concerns strong converses that arise when T one codes a stationary ergodic information source relativb to a fidelity criterion. In this introduction, we discuss the strong converses that shall be obtained in the subsequent sections.
First, we present some historical background. The first strong converse for stationary ergodic sources arose in 1953, in the context of noiseless block source coding. It is due to Khinchin McMillan [6] proved the AEP for a stationary ergodic finitealphabet source.)
In view of the form of the strong converse for noiseless block source coding stated above, it is not hard to infer what form a strong converse would take for block source coding relative to a fidelity criterion. (In the ensuing discussion we assume the reader is familiar with the terminology of rate distortion theory; we formally introduce this terminology later in the introduction.) Let A be the source alphabet (not necessarily finjte), let { X , } be the random sequence of source outputs, let A be the reproduction alphabet, and let {d,} be the assumed fidelity criterion. A strong converse for block source coding allows one to cpnclude that obtained a strong converse for block source coding that is valid for a memoryless finite-alphabet source, provided the fidelity criterion {d,,} satisfies certain requirements. (Korner's strong converse is stated in [5] using the language of graph theory; it is restated in [3] using the language of rate distortion theory.) Subsequently, Kieffer [3] obtained a strong converse for block source coding valid for a stationary ergodic source, under requirements on {d,} different from Komer's. In this paper, we shall obtain a strong converse for block source coding (stated later in this introduction), which is valid for a stationary ergodic source, and which includes the Korner and Kieffer results as special cases, as well as the Khinchin-McMillan strong converse for noiseless block source coding. We shall also obtain a second type of strong converse, viz., a strong converse for variable-rate source coding, to be discussed toward the end of this introduction.
In order to state our strong converses for block and variable-rate source coding, we now introduce the basic terminology of rate distortion theory that shall be in effect throughout the paper. We fix a measurable spac: (4, &) as our source alphabet and a measurable space ( A , & ) as our reproduction alphabet. To avoid measure-theoretic pathologies, w~ assume that ,(x} E & for each x E A and that { y } E & for each y E A. For each integer n 2 1, we form the measurable space (A",&") in which A" is the set of all n-tuples ( x , , x,; * ., x,) from A, and &" is the sigma-field of subsets of A" generated by n-fold Cartesian products of (XL, XZ;. -, X,) by X", and we shall use p,, to denote the probability distribution of X" on (A", d").
We shall evaluate the performance of codes for p using either the distortion rate function or rate distortion function. We first define the distortion rate function. In order that the distortion rate function will have operational significance (see til, Theorem 11.5.11, we will need to impose the following two requirements whenever talking about the distortion rate function. 2) E[d,(X,,a*)] <m, for some a* E a.
Assuming that 1) and 2) hold, we define the distortion rate function of the source p relative to the fidelity criterion (d,} to be the function D ( . ) on (0, m) given by In order that the rate distortion function will have operational significance (see [3] , Theorem l), we will need to impose the following two requirements whenever talking about the rate distortion funktion.
3) If n, m arc positive integers and x1
E A", y , E k, x2 E A", y , E A", then dn+m((xl, ~2 ) ( Y 1, ~2 ) ) 1niax[d,(xl,~l),dm(~2,~2)].
4) cor each D > 0, there exists a countable subset {y,} of
A and a countable measurable partition {E,} of A such that dl(x, y,) I D, x E E, for each y,, and -CCLl(E,)log,PI(E,) <W.
I
Assuming that 3) and 4) hold, we define the rate distortion function of the source p relative to the fidelity criterion {d,J to be the function R(. 1 on (0, m) given by ( 5 ) Remark: Clearly, if 1) holds, then 3) holds. Hence, if 1) and 4) hold, then 3) and 4) hold and the rate distortion function is defined. In the event that 1) and 4) hold, it can be shown that we can replace condition (5) in the definition of rate distortion function by the condition and obtain precisely the same rate distortion function. (Condition (6) is undoubtedly more familiar to the reader than is condition (5) as the distortion constraint in the definition of rate distortion function.)
We now discuss block source coding, culminating in the statement of the strong converse for block source coding that y e shall obtain. An nth-order block code is a finite subset of A". Given an nth-order block code B, there are two important quantities that are used to evaluate its performance, viz., its rate leuel r * ( B ) and its distortion function d(*IB). These quantities are defined by
We are now ready to state Theorem 1, our strong converse for block source coding. It shall be proved in a subsequent section of the paper. n -m follows from (7) under restrictions 3) and 4). (The simple proof is given in Appendix A.) The result which states that (9) follows from (7) is the weak conuerse for block source coding. Clearly, the strong converse for block source coding implies the weak converse for block source coding. Unlike the weak converse, the strong converse does not seem to follow easily from the definition of rate distortion function. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 1 we give later in the paper involves the use of a new result in source coding theory 14, Theorem 21.
We now discuss variable-rate source coding, culminating in the statement of the second of our strong converses, viz., the strong converse for variable-rate source coding. An nth-order uariable-rate code is &a triple C = (c$,J,, SI, where S is a countable subset of A",+ is a measurable function from A" into S, and J, is a one-to-one function from S onto a set of finite binary words satisfying the prefix condition. Given an nth-order variable-rate code C = (4, J,, S), there are two important quantities that are used to evaluate its performance, viz., its distortion leuel d*(C) and its rate function r ( . IC). These quantities are defined by
We are now ready to state Theorem 2, our strong converse for variable-rate source coding. It shall be proved in a subsequent section of the paper.
Theorem 2: Let 1) and 2) hold. Let R > 0 and let
n+-where C, is an nth-order variable-rate code (n 2 1). Then
Iim Pr [ r( x " I c , )
n -r m Remark: It is not hard to show, using the definition of distortion rate function, that
follows from (10) under restrictions 1) and 2). (The simple proof is given in Appendix A.) The result that states that (12) follows from (10) is the weak converse for variable-rate source coding. Clearly, the strong converse for variable-rate source coding implies the weak converse for variable-rate source coding. The strong converse seems to be a much deeper result than the weak converse, since we were not able to prove the strong converse for variable-rate source coding via simple reasoning based on the definition of distortion rate function; instead, our strong converse given later relies on a new source coding result [4, Theorem 11.
There are three remaining sections to the paper, Sections 11-IV. Section I1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1; Section I11 is devoted to a proof of Theorem 2; and in Section IV, we present two new source coding theorems that represent a strengthening of traditional source coding theorems via the strong converses Theorems 1 and 2.
STRONG CONVERSE FOR BLOCK SOURCE CODING
This section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1, the strong converse for block source coding. The proof of Theorem 1 involves the following result ([4], Theorem 2), which tells us about the asymptotic behavior of the rate functions of a sequence of variable-rate codes along the sample sequence of source symbols X,, X2, * * .
Proposition I : Let 3) and 4) hold, and let D > 0. Then lim r ( X n l C n ) 2 R ( D ) , as., whenever C, is an nth-order variable-rate code satisfying Proposition 1 is a type of result termed "sample converse" in [4] . Hence, we shall be using a "sample converse" to prove a "strong converse.'' Proof of Theorem I : For each n 2 1 , let B, be an nth-order block code and suppose that (7) holds. Let +,*(n 2 1) be a measurable function from A" into B, such that 
STRONG CONVERSE FOR VARIABLE-RATE SOURCE CODING
This section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 2, the strong converse for variable-rate source coding. Theorem 2 is proved using the following result ([4], Theorem l), which is another "sample converse.'' 
IV. NEW SOURCE CODING THEOREMS
In this final section of the paper, we prove two new source coding theorems that are obtained with the aid of the strong converses Theorems 1 and 2.
In order to present the first of these two coding theorems, we need to make the following definition.
Definition: Let E be a fixed number satisfying 0 < E < 1. Let D > 0. Suppose we wish to encode the source block X" using an nth-order block code E, so that the following constraint is satisfied:
(19)
The optimum rate level among all block codes that encode X" subject to (19) is the quantity R J D , E ) defined by (20) Note that if restrictions 3) and 4) hold, then the set on the right hand side of (20) is nonempty, and hence R , ( D , E ) is well defined for n 2 1.
We are now ready for the first of our two new source coding theorems, which tells us the asymptotic behavior of R , ( D , E ) as n + W . This statement is equivalent to the strong converse for block source coding (Theorem 1).
R,( D , E ) inf [ r*( E) : E satisfies (19)).

Theorem 3:
U
Remark:
It is interesting to observe at this point that the weak converse for block source coding mentioned in the Introduction can be given the following equivalent formulation in terms of the quantities ( R J D , E ) } :
In order to present the second of our two source coding theorems, we need to make the following definition.
Definition: Let E be a fixed number satisfying 0 < E < 1. Let R > 0. Suppose we wish to encode the source block X" using an nth-order variable-rate code C, so that the following constraint is satisfied:
Pr [ r ( X n ( C ) I R ] 2 1 -E .
The optimum distortion level among all variable-rate codes that encode X" subject to ( 
where R is a fixed (but arbitrary) positive real number. In Lemma B1 of Appendix B, it is shown how to exploit a source coding theorem for fidelity criteria satisfying 1) and 2) [l, Chapter 111 to obtain for each n 2 1 and nth order-block code E,, such that where IF" and ZE, are the indicator functions of the events F,, E,,, respectively. On F,, the random variables -log P(V,) and -log P( W,) coincide. Hence, the first term on the right side of (A.6) is less than or equal to n-'H(W,) and therefore less than or equal to r*(B,). On E,, the random variables -log P(V,) and -log P(Yl,. * *,Y,) coincide. Hence, for ev- 
